My Worst Nightmare
By: Yasmine I.

“Hey Hadia” I said. Hadia replied as a “Hey Yasmine”.This is how it all started. “How are you”
we both said at the same time.I have already told Hadia that I don’t like when people say the
same thing at the same time as me. Hadia said that she doesn’t like when that happens
either.We both fought and as we fought we said the same thing at the same time.People stared
at us the
whole time.I was embarrassed but I continued .People thought we were fools.I
said to Hadia “Stop”! Look people are staring at us.Hadia then felt embarrassed and said
“Sorry”! “Sorry”! Guys and girl I didn’t see you guys there.Every one who was looking at us
ignored us and left.”Oh! No! Look what you did” we said at the same time. Later that day we
both went outside
I didn’t know that Hadia was going to the same place I was going .Hadia
didn’t know that either.We met up a Starbucks with Jodie. When we saw Jodie we said “Hi” at
the same time.
Hadia and I shook our heads like dogs.”Nothing” we said at the same time. Let me get you girls
a drink of Teavana Shaken Strawberry Green Tea.”I’ll get it” I yelled.While I was getting the
order I looked both sides and at the right side I saw Saide the monster.I quickly got 3 Teavana
Shaken Strawberry Green Tea and ZOOMED right back. I even don’t remember if I payed or
not. I even spilled some of all the orders.Then I whispered to Hadia and Jodie “Look Saide is
over there”. Then Jodie whispered back to us “Let's tip-toe out of here 1 by 1. Saide was a
monster at that time. That's why when she is around everyone wants to be sneaky.Even the
cashiers but they can't because thatis their job “Good luck cashiers” I said in my mind.
We didn't get out very sate because Hadia opened the door very loud and hard that Saide heard
it. “Hadia” Jodie and I said at the same time. Hadia let the door go and ran.At that moment
Saide turned her head as much as she could until she cracked it “ Eww”! Hadia and Jodie were
past me and Saide was right behind me. My shoes were untied.Soon I am going to fall.5,4,3,2,1!
I cried! Hadia and Jodie did not hear me.” Oh my gosh what happened to these girls.” They
need to go to the eye doctor” I accidentally said out loud. Then I suddenly saw Hadia turn
around and look at me. Then Jodie ! Aaaa! I thought to myself. I started to shake.I’m going to
die.” Mom,Dad,Ali,Nader,Marwan” I yelled.”How dumb am I” ? I asked Myself.” I don’t know”
Hadia,Jodie,and Saide said with their monster voices.” I am not talking to you “ I yelled at their
faces.I want you ears to get loose.”Mind your own business monster” I told them.
After a day without my family,I ran into a big quit forest.There I found a wolf. Not just a regular
wolf, but a wild one, one with a beautiful voice, one with a smart mind,and one that will make
your dreams come true.The wolf was raised by his mom an evil mom, but she turned out to be
a good wolf.Her name was Zyrianna.Such a beautiful name. I call her rose lover Zyri. Anyways
at first I thought she was a mean because of her look.When she spoke I thought my mom was
speaking to me.I quickly said yes mo because she sounded like my mom. I turn around and saw
rose lover Zyri.Oh! Oh! I didn’t know that was you.Then she suddenly asked me “what is your
name?” I said “Ya...Ya… Nevermind.I thought about when my mom told me not to tell strangers
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my name. Sorry! I can’t tell you my name ! “Why?” she asked me.I said because you are a
Str...Str…! I couldn’t tell you ! Zyri said “ Let me guess a Stranger
“ Yes I cried !HHHH ! “No I am not”she yell! “Waow! Waow!” “calm down” I said. Then 2 hours of
walking I lied down under a pine tree that had coconuts one hit me while I was asleep. It did hurt
,but I didn’t mind because I needed some sleep. After I woke up and my head had a big bump!
Hmm! Omg!
Zyri took me to the doctor as fast as she can so they can cover it . Thankfully she was
there.Saide,Jodie,and Hadia were on there way to find other people to be there friend there 3
are not friends anymore. But Rose Beautiful Zyri and I are best friends.Even I let her live with
not in the forest anymore. Thankfully we are best friends not like Hadia and Jodie. We are like
sisters now. I know everyone that is reading this book is asking a question.Everyone has the
same question and the question is “ Who would want to live with a wolf ?” The answer is “Me”.
“Just kidding” I said to my mom.While Rose Lover Zyri was sleep.I don’t know if we were to
loud.I don’t even know if she liked to live with us.

